2002 jaguar s type transmission

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. The vehicle got to the top of the hill, then came down the hill,
and it lost power. The vehicle was pushed to the side of the road. The driver tried to restart the
vehicle, but nothing happened. The vehicle had to be towed to the dealer who stated that "the
transmission needed to be replaced". Our Jaguar S type with 44, miles has transmissions
problems. We contacted the dealer on several occasions and they will not stand by their
vehicle. There have been numerous complaints regarding transmissions problems with the
company. We need help getting this problems solved. Why should I have to spend thousands of
dollars to fix. The contact specifically stated that while driving, the vehicle shifted into reverse.
There was a loud bang and vibration. The contact moved the vehicle away from the highway and
realized the vehicle was in reverse. He drove the vehicle to a nearby mechanic and asked him if
the vehicle was safe to drive. The mechanic advised him to drive the vehicle home. The next day
the vehicle was inspected by a local mechanic, and said that the dog in the back seat may have
hit the gear shift and caused the change of gears. The contact did not feel that this actually
happened. The mechanic stated that the transmission exploded and lost transmission fluid. A
service dealer said that this could have happened because the vehicle ran over something in
the road. The manufacturer has not been contacted yet, but was sending him an email as soon
as he filed a complaint with NHTSA. Search CarComplaints. Then, car was towed to dealership,
who repaired the problem. Afterwards, once again vehicle was parked on an incline and vehicle
would not come out of park. Talked to a jauguar representative, who suggested replacement of
the part. Then, Jaguar representative arranged meeting with a new dealership for a diagnostic.
Mechanics stated that they were aware of the shift lever. Dealer reported there was no solution
for this problem. When problem occurred dealer suggested that consumer pull emergency
brake when this occurred, and rock the vehicle to get it out of park. There was a service bulletin
about this. Owner wrote letter to the Jaguar to make them aware, and was waiting to hear from
dealer. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. The most recently reported
issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Jaguar
X-type based on all problems reported for the X-type. The contact owns a Jaguar X-type. The
contact stated while driving the gear box fault lamp illuminated. The contact mentioned that the
second time the failure occurred the vehicle stalled. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who
diagnosed that the transmission was defective and needed to be replaced. The manufacturer
was made aware of the failure but did not offer any assistance. The vehicle was not repaired.
The failure and current mileage was 37, I bought my jag X-type used with 38, on it. And oilpan
gasket cost almost 10, doll. Too expensive for me then took the car to the local CO they replace
trans and everything on the diagnostic done by Jaguar for Get my car back after 2 mths driving
car and same thing happens again a week after trans replacement gear box failure take it back
after another month am told I have an electrical prob after 52, spent on parts and labor my car is
still in the shop. I see that there are many X-type owners out there with the same prob Jaguar
needs to come clean and step up to take responsability for this trans prob I am sure like me we
all love our cars but not enough to keep spending thousands of dollars on a prob that cant be
fixed!!!!!!. I purchased my Jaguar X-type in April new. It had surges, and stalls. I asked the
service dept to add remarks, it once stopped in the highway right in front of a semi truck, with
no warning. This was very shortly after I purchased the vehicle. Since I cashed in my company k
and paid cash for the car, I kept trying to drive it and deal with the problems, and it has had very
many. Now at just over 59, miles I have been told it needs a new transmission, water pump,
vacuum leaks on the engine, and so on. The estimate for repairs is approximately the car's total
blue book value. Again, just as I pulled out into traffic, gearbox fault error came on, and the car
would barely crawl out of the way of incoming cars. Is there anything you can do to assist? It
has a terrible safety history. I am a single parent with a son in college and now face adding to
our home mortgage just to repair the car. I would take full responsibility for making an unwise
purchase, however, Jaguar knows fully this vehicle is extremely defective. Thank you very
much vehicle currently located at leith inc. Jaguar x type tranny failing. How long before it fails
in front of a tractor trailer??. My car is a Jaguar X-type. My transmission went completely out
Friday morning. Luckily, I was able to move it to the side of the road without being injured. My
car only has 60, miles on it?! The economy right now is not the best and 1 car for two working
individuals is not an option. Can you help us? I want Jaguar to pay this. I did not purchase an
extended warranty because with all my other cars I have never needed to. I take good care of my
cars with oil changes, fluids topped off, new brakes and tires when needed??!! I found a
mechanic to put a used one in with 43, miles on it for half that but what guarantees do I have
that one will not give out? I just bought a Jaguar X-type from the woodbridge auto auction in

virginia two days ago. The transmission is giving me problems and needs to be replaced. I
looked on-line for consumer complaints regarding the Jaguar's transmission and there are
plenty. Jaguar should recall these cars and replace the transmissions. The japanese
manufacturer currently making the transmissions for Jaguar are making unsafe transmissions.
Its time for Jaguar to take responsibility for their product and recall these calls and replace
these transmissions. The contact took the vehicle to the dealer because it would jerk. She
suspected the cause of the failure was the transmission. The dealer replaced the transmission.
While attempting to park the vehicle a day later, it spun out of control and the front driver side
tire blew out. She notified the dealer. The vehicle jerked violently and almost crashed into an
oncoming vehicle. Roadside assistance was called to take the vehicle back to the dealer. The
contact informed the dealer that they did not correct the failure. The vehicle is currently at the
shop and is still under warranty. She stated that the mechanic replaced her original owner's
manual with one for a Jaguar X-type. Ford motor company and Jaguar motor company have not
been notified. The failure mileage was 79, and current mileage was 87, Updated updated. I would
like to post a similar complaint to notify other consumers who owns a Jaguar X-type In August
29 , on my way to work the car wouldn't accelerate more that 30 miles per hour. I drove back
home and I had the car towed to the nearest Jaguar dealership. The contact stated that the
vehicle fails to shift into reverse. The vehicle is currently at the shop. The dealer stated that the
vehicle needs a new transmission. The current mileage is 64, and failure mileage was 64, While
driving 60 mph,a warning indicator illuminated on the dashboard. The dealer diagnosed the
failure as the transmission, and stated that it needed to be replaced. The failure mileage was
Automatic transmission began dropping gears, beginning with top gear, working its way down
till the transmission would no longer pull the vehicle. After the first gear dropped, "gearbox
fault" came up in the driver information display. After researching this matter, it appears that
Jaguar has a serious defect with these transmissions, as most X-type transmissions fail at 50,
miles. Jaguar corporate refused to reply to both verbal and written inquiries. Jaguar obviously
knows of the defect, as it was covered in their TSB's. When crossing a highway intersection the
vehicle engaged into limpmode which caused the electrical system to shut down, and vehicle
decelerated to 5 mph. Have experienced several occurrences of power train shutdown to do
electronices on Jaguar x type VIN sajead22xc This occurs in moving traffic at all speeds.
Represents a serious safety issue. I have asked Jaguar motor CO to replace the vehicle. They
claims it has been repaired. On four separate occasions in the last five months, the car lost
power and the "power train" warning light on the dash display came on. It appears to be related
to the cruise control, since the failures occurred when engaging or re-engaging after applying
the brake or pressing on the accelerator the cruise control. The failures seem to occur randomly
and not every time the cruise control is used. The dealer has been unable to replicate the
problem, but they have replaced the control computer and re-done a number of wiring
harnesses. Even though the problem has not been replicated, the failure history is captured in
the car's on-board computer. On 2 separate occasions, the consumer was unable to take the
vehicle out of the park gear. The dealership replaced a switch when the problem first occurred.
Also at 26, while driving all gauges on the dashboard suddenly went to zero. The dealership was
unable to determined the cause of the problem. Car Problems. Automatic Transmission problem
1. Automatic Transmission problem 2. Automatic Transmission problem 3. Automatic
Transmission problem 4. Automatic Transmission problem 5. Automatic Transmission problem
6. Automatic Transmission problem 7. Automatic Transmission problem 8. Automatic
Transmission problem 9. Automatic Transmission problem Other Power Train related problems
of the Jaguar X-type. Automatic Transmission problems Transmission Failure problems. Power
Train problems. Transmission Gear Indicator problems. Driveshaft problems. Transmission
Gear Slipping problems. Manual Transmission problems. Transmission Not Go Into Gear
problems. Transmission Noise problems. Differential Unit problems. Manual Transmission
Column Shift problems. Noises During Shifting problems. The S-Type is pretty, but considering
the many components it shares with the Lincoln LS, it's also pretty expensive. The quad
headlights and small front grille give the sedan a classic look that harks back to Jaguars of plus
years ago. Subtle character lines run down the otherwise smooth body, but some say the
roofline and taillight section bear a resemblance to Ford's Taurus. Inside, the S-Type is pure
Jaguar in appearance, with acres of wood and leather covering every surface. However, much of
the interior's switchgear is identical to that found in the less expensive Lincoln LS, which rides
on the same platform. Despite its smaller exterior size, the S-Type boasts a longer wheelbase
than Jaguar's XJ models and interior dimensions on par with its larger sedans. A standard
split-folding rear seat further adds to this Jag's utility. But the S-Type's interior has problems
that go beyond the preponderance of Ford switchgear. Items like the shallow and dull
woodgrain trim with ash pattern, the insultingly cheap plastic panel beneath the steering

column and a one-touch down window for no one but the driver leaves us unimpressed. Power
for the S-Type comes from either Jaguar's 4. While the V8 is a slightly less-powerful version of
the engine found in Jaguar's XK8, it still makes horsepower and pound-feet of torque. The V6
uses a Ford block while Jaguar's variable-valve-timing heads, intake system and drive-by-wire
throttle body top the Blue Oval low-end. These changes add 55 horsepower to the Duratec V6,
giving it horsepower and pound-feet of torque. A five-speed automatic is the only transmission
available in the S-Type. A yaw-control system is on tap to keep the S-Type from misbehaving
even when the driver does. Looks notwithstanding, the S-Type is anything but a classic Jaguar,
which, for the purposes of mass-market appeal, is not a bad thing. Available styles include V6
4dr Sedan 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Jaguar S-Type. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Too much Ford switchgear, lack of interior storage space, sloppy
transmission, high price tag. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The car also features a nifty new enhancement with
regard to its cupholders: rear cupholders now deploy from the rear-seat cushion, putting them
in a more easily accessed position for passengers. The manufacturer tosses performance
hounds a tasty new bone with the addition of an S-Type Sport trim level, which comes with a
choice of either a 3. Its suspension reflects its performance aspirations; Computer Active
Technology Suspension CATS ramps up handling with shock-absorber settings that
automatically adjust to reflect road conditions. Additionally, a brand-new shade -- Pacific Blue -is available only in Sport. Read more. Write a review See all 27 reviews. I got this car, did my
homework on it and it was well worth the purchase. I had to put some bucks in it because I
purchased used private, but overall the car is awesome - I love it. Fun to drive and having
Caddy's and BMW's and Benz, I really think this car holds up to them and I feel better driving it
because the look is nice, the style stands out. I have the 4. It has a beautiful black interior and a
captivating silver exterior. It turns heads everywhere and people think we are rich. With the right
gas it gets 28 mpg with its nearly hp. The quality is incredible and it feels like an extension of
your body. I bought my used Jag with miles in April Since then a few minor repairs, nothing
crazy, but the ride and the looks are all worth it. Hitting 80 mph is too easy - watch out for the
police because I have been at mph several times, turning heads is easy with this car. Very fun
car to drive. Limited interior space. It has been a very reliable car with over 75, miles since new
the only maintenance has been regular service a new battery and 1 ignition coil covered under
warranty. See all 27 reviews of the Used Jaguar S-Type. Write a review. People who viewed this
also viewed 4. See Inventory 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews. See Inventory. Sponsored cars
related to the S-Type. Sign Up. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only.
Used, in good working condition. Any questions please fill free-ask before buying. Vehicle Info:.
Year: Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or
tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel.
Toyota Lexus 4. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information americanparts Contact seller.
Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out
Check out as guest. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update
immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. May
not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details.
Item location:. Irving, Texas, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you
make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and

import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc.
Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing Slide 1
of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were
unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this.
Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A
quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have been
provided by americanparts Vehicle Info: Year: Shipping and handling. The seller has not
specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP
Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be
shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more opens in a new window or tab. There are 2 items available. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 2. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic
handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment
details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in
category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to
Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. It looks like you're new
here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or
Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:.
What Edmunds Says Pros. November in Jaguar. Please share your experiences with any
transmission problems you've had with your S-Type. November Now, 7 days out of warranty-it
is banging loud-and she is advised that the transmission is gone! She had it in a few months
ago and they put it up on the lift and did not hear the noise. They told her out of warranty-out of
luck. I feel she has some recourse. It is and has been a problem-they told her if she considers a
new Jag, then maybe that will help her cause! This came from Jaguar Corp. December Please
keep on appealing to the owner of the dealership, Jaguar, Ford,they may cave. Let them know
Mom is on a fixed income. It would be best if you had Jag dealer do all maint. Shop around for a
fix - I have had 2 cars -Dodge van and Infiniti Q45 with trans gone and dealer both times charged
almost twice as much to fix than a private shop-about 5 large v March My Father is a mechanic
for Bauer Jaguar in California and even tells me that Jags are equipped with the
poorest-designed transmissions he has ever seen in his life. They are terrible, he tells me.
Almost every day he comes in there are about five S-types on his to do list and every one is a
transmission problem. He told me, the the new S-Types use a different material in something
and he said that he has found that these ones are great transmissions and should not have that
same problems. They are of a more friction-free design and are built to last because they are
built better. The only jaguar issue is that they made this new transmission company change on
every jaguar model except for the XJ's for some reason. Because of this lack of change the XJ
are still suffering from problems but the S-Types are suddenly flourishing and having no
problems. April The design was the flaw, not the quality. The new transmissions are designed
and built by German ZF Friedrichshafen AG, who has been designing the finest transmissions
in the world for quite a while. They are much, much, much better in both reliability and
performance. May I leased a pre-owned S-type in with 33K - the transmission died on me less
than 3 months after getting the car. Thanks goodness the car was still under warranty! Be
Warned. July I have a S-Type 2. Manually shifting from Drive to Neutral at each stoplight
avoided the problem. I took it in for service Upsala Sweden and there was no record in the car
computer of out-of-limit behavior. They flushed and re-filled the trans, and zero'd the adaptive
computer program. Thanks a lot. They also want me to steer me to a reconditioned unit. I
suppose it's nice to know I'm not alone. I have had my Jag S Type looked at twice for
transmission problems. Recently as in last monday I was at the Emission Station and after I
passed, my car would not come out of park. Four people tried to get it out of park, of course, no
luck. AAA towed the car to the Jag dealership, and guess what happened? No way. I have had
problems off and on with the transmission for about 6 months. Now I found out other people
have the same problem and Jag will not recall this. I would love to participate in any action
against them, this is an problem that they are aware of and won't do anything about. I like this
car but I feel they are being deceptive and expecting us consumers to spend more of our hard

earned money to stay in the lap of luxury. I do not call having to go in multiple times a month to
the service department of my local jaguar dealership luxurious. And the kicker is no loaner car
and they have had the car this time so far for over 4 days I do not know when it will be done and
what other problems they may try to say exist. Thinking of going the foreign route! This is a big
problem that Jag just will not recognize. I'm waiting for a reconditioned trans and driving as
little as possible around town. Gears3,4,5 used without problem. I suspect it also starts in gear2
which is just what I asked the mechanic to do for me. Except one night with a thunderstorm, the
persistant YEL engine light was cleared. It returned later the next day after a sloppy start from a
light. Driving Experience I suspect "Sport" mode makes things worse and avoid it now. The
simplest way to drive now would be to force the WHUMP each time I start the car, stop at next
light and enter N, then D and I can drive in slush mode for the duration of the trip. It feels wrong
to try to make the trans panic. This can be done when the motor is warm : accelerate firmly from
stop up to , then release the gas and wait for the switch to gear2. From now on it changes up
and down normally just don't let it go down to gear1. To creep from stop, simply enter Drive and
release the brake. To cause the WHUMP, push just a little gas, so it slowly accelerates to , and it
will try to change gears by itself. The next two changes will be really spectacular. Like being hit
in the rear by another car. Come on Jaguar step up and do something for us on this obvious
transmission issue. Been a great car up until last month. Then engine coil, coolant reserve tank
and now the trans is gone. Dealer said, "if you'd just waited 1 more year and got a , they fixed all
the issues". Wow, thanks. August Is this a transmission problem? When I go up an incline, or
enter the highway and starting at about 40mph, my car s-type starts jerking forwards and
backwards for awhile. Someone recommended that I get rid of the car it has 97, miles. I'm
worried that the transmission will go before I can find a new car. I'd like to do a private party
sale, but I think it would be wrong to sell a car knowing that I may have a transmission problem.
I have a s type jag. I think on the start of transmission problem. Have any one found cure for jag
problem? My S-type 4. It started a few weeks ago as hardly noticeable shaking just after it shifts
into overdrive. By now it feels as firm jerking forwards and backwards in the range of speed
from 45 to 55 mph. It is also important to mention that if I stop at intersection engine skips a bit
or two within a 10 seconds interval. It runs smoothly though if it is not engaged with
transmission, so I can hardly suspect something wrong with engine. I schedule a visit to a
dealership for tomorrow. I would greatly appreciate if you can keep me updated. I can promise
the same from my side. I have a s type 3. I have had problems getting it out of park, especially if
I let it rock backwards on an incline. Dealership told me its a problem with all 's. They told me to
set the parking brake before I release the brake or take it out of drive. Then I don't have a
problem. To get out of park, pushing the car forward a little will usually work if you forget to set
the parking brake. Now I'm experiencing some slippage in the transmission. Up to now the car
has been great. September I have the same problems like everyone else. Am worried this car is
going to die out on me one day. Please email me any updates you have on this class action
suite and offcourse sign me up. How much is it to fix the transmission anyway. I need
suggestions. Here is Aus. We have just replaced ours and the installer said that we now have a
later version without the problems that the original transmission suffered. If you can notice a
long pause before the gears take up from a standing start after you put it into Drive then it is on
the way out. Seems that the oil pressures take longer to build up and eventually ours wouldn't
change into the top gear ratio's. We have a one year unlimited klm warrantee on the
reconditioned trans from the installer not the dealer. At the moment it seems to be OK, and we
are not expecting any further trouble but agree that this situation should never have occured at
our expense. Any compensation would be most welcome. October After extensive research I
have solved my "problem with transmission" that used to show same symptoms as yours by
replacing ignition coils. My V8 with , miles on it feels like a new car now. Try it. Thanks Stork
Wanted to clarify that this probably is one of the many symptoms that are causing these
transmissions to fail. On my car, it was the cooling lines that take the transmission fluid to the
radiator and back. Their is a heat shield under these lines so if they start to leak at a very slow
rate, the shield stops the fluid from landing on your garage floor or wherever you park the car.
So you don't know its happening. Then while driving it blows off the shield. This is why they
made a terrible mistake of not allowing the owner to check the fluid levels. Sealing the
transmission so the fluid will last , miles and stating this as ok is a real problem. Really needs to
be changed sooner as I saw noted on another post. This owner claimed all kinds of junk in the
fluid after 60 thousand miles. Another one of unhappy owners of S-type jags. Have all of the
above mentioned problems and then some. Can't afford to fix it anymore. Something has to be
done and I'm happy some one is doing something about it. Please keep me posted. I am amazed
at all the Jaguar owners that are actualy having the same problem as myself. I will say this I love
my car from the ride to the design and especially the look. However, the transmission problem

needs to be addressed. My Jag is hard to get out of park on inclines, and takes atleast 3seconds
to move after puting it in park. I'm hoping I can get it fixed before it goes out. I'm going to have
my mechanic look at changing fluids, changing the ignition coils and checking for leaks from
the trans to radiator. Please let me know about the lawsuit. I dont want money I would just like
to be able to go to a dealership and get serviced. Add me to the list of screwed S-Type owners.
Transmission started crapping out on the way to the dealer -thankfully I made it okay. I will be
contacting Jaguar corporate. Below are some names in Jaguar North America I plan on
contacting about this issue. I'm realistic about my chances of getting a response here. But I feel
I must try something. I forgot to mention on the previous post - My S-Type is a with 79, miles on
it. After reading some of the other message boards about this car, I'm actually thankful I got to
79, miles before it crapped out! Of course, this is my last Jaguar. In fact, I was planning on
purchasing a Range Rover next year, but I may look elsewhere now since they are all run under
the same company. The problem is corporate America does not look at it the way they did in the
past. The exec's were paid a good yearly salary and a bonus if business increased. Today, that
president is around 2 to 3 years tops, his bonus is predicated on bottom line profit because they
have to feed that ever hungry shareholder. So to do this they cut costs, stop really caring about
their customers, deny any problems, and at the end of the year, get that fat bonus check that
could feed a small third world country. With that much at stake, the ride is very short to the
promise land. In order to do this, they do spend more in two departments. The showrooms,
which rival billionaire homes and marketing. And now here comes the holidays, we will sit at
home and watch Its a Wonderful life and Scrooged and for one fleeting moment we will think,
yeah, We need to be nice to our fellow man and everyone makes mistakes and we just need to
admit them and correct them and the sun will come out tomorrow. Then January hits and its
back to business as usual. Thank god that the checks and balances thing allows us to have
enough lawyers today that when they smell blood, will pounce because they have to eat to. I
have 85, and my stype is starting to display what seems to be transmission problems. In may I
had a problem with my fan and overheating. The engine still feels like it gets too hot too quickly.
I love my car but it has been very expensive to maintain. Please keep me informed on your
progress. I too am experiencing transmission problems with my S-type. Jaguar has to admit to
their mistakes, please keep informed. I have a s type and have had all kinds of problems with
my transmission. At least 10 visits to the shop and the warranty co finally fixed problem but
cost me every time I took it in. Now I'm having electrical problems and the dealer can't figure out
what is wrong. They're saying it could be one of 4 models or a loose wire. Has any one had
problems with this. When you put a new fuse in it goes for about 4 days of light driving and
blows again. If any one has any idea what's going on please e-mail me and if any one knows of
someone in the Orlando area that works on Jag I would really appreciate it. I love the way my
car looks and hate to get rid of it but I'm starting to think I better do something while it's still
under extended warranty and less than 70K miles. I have owned a S-type for the past 3 years. I
bought it with 8, miles and I now have 45, on it. My shifter has been replaced twice, every
window has had electrical problems including the sunroof , the radio screen is intermittent, it
overheats easily the thermostat and hoses have been replaced already I would like to be
included in the list, but hopefully I'll dump the thing soon enough. Wow, my first time on the
Forum I bought a beauty Silver 3 liter a week ago, 25K miles, close to white interior. I really
thought I had done my home work in selecting this car, first Jaguar for me. My wife has pushed
me to explore better fuel economy as we have a shoe 49 Chevy Corvette based big block vehicle
sitting in the garage. Guess the Share Holders should start to get senior management salaries
back to reality, is supect they're in the megabuck range. Why hasn't there been a recall on these
problems, what should I be watching out for? My car is out of warranty, should I consider
extention. Are Jaguar Dealers across the country like Corvette Dealers, some can set there
warranty prices with very good prices. I would greatly appreciate hearing from my new Jaguar
colleagues. Hope I am successfull getting back onto this forum, took awhile to get setup. I am
somewhat of a wrencher, in the Street Rods world, would like to learn as much as possible with
this car I just had "the big one" last week. So I really would like to make this a keeper, but my
wife has heard that numerous time. I wouldn't be surprised if she wanted an older Coupe some
day. Best regards, Gil, Central Florida. I bought my S type 4. I wish I had done my home work
more thorough, my troubles started out with my passenger window regulator having to be
replaced, Then soon after that my engine light came on, the temperature gauge shot all the way
to hot in 15 seconds after the car was started, said engine temp was hot and went into "amber
safe mode" Two days later I noticed large amounts of liquid on my garage floor I thought it may
be condensation from my air-conditioning wishful thinking huh? Sure enough my coolant
reservoir cracked Now Im steamed! This was fixed 2 weeks ago and now the "amber safe mode"
light was flashing again 3 times yesterday! I give up! I love this car and have always wanted a

Jaguar and now with what Ive read and experienced, what am I in for next? By the way my
engine when its cooled overnight usually when I start the car up it sounds rather loud Tapping
of pistons or cylinders or something for about 10 seconds until it idles down, then its smooth
and quiet I hope I asked Jaguar and they said that the oil has settled over night and its no big
deal I have 52, miles on it as of today I noticed all of my troubles started at 50, miles, I kid you
not!!! Now Im afraid my transmission is going to go next, and I have no warranty!!!! Does
anyone know of an affordable warranty? Guess what? As I post this today, my car is in the
shop. A warning light that read gearbox fault came on. The car seemed to be shifting a little
rough. I am waiting to hear how much this repair will cost me. At the current time I know it is
related to the transmission. Prior to this time the shifter would get stuck in park if I parked on an
incline. I also had my share of problems with hoses, a. I have a S type with 68, When I called the
manufacturer and asked if there had been a recalled I was strernly told, "Absolutley not! I've had
my S-Type for a little over three years now. With all the repairs it's pretty much a brand new car
under the hood. I've had the entire cooling system done at about 68, miles, numerous problems
with electrical system, and let's not count the number of coils I've had replaced. Let' see, the car
has 8, I've had all of them replaced and a few more than once. I love the style but it has truly
been a headache. Does the car really need brakes every 6 months? Mine does. I don't
understand it. Even when they're new from the dealer , they squeak. Anyway, a month ago I had
the engine rebuilt at 86, miles and some change and two weeks later it needs a new
transmission. Thank God I did have the sense to get an extended warranty on the vehicle. The
transmission was getting stuck in second gear, but after turning the car off and back on again, it
would reset. Also it was shifting very rough and the car would flash "Transmission Fault" and
"Failsafe Engine Mode". When I first bought it, I couldn't wait to be able to upgrade to the XJ
yeah right. After this experience I'll never buy another Jag again. When this warranty runs out
another 14, miles , the car is outta here! The stress, the time, and the money isn't worth sitting
in that kind of luxury! Oh, and if anyone needs a less expensive extended warranty company let
me know. You'd be crazy not to get one with this car. It's good for up to , miles. Jaguar could
put them out of business at that rate Now that's a shame! I purchased a S-Type with the hopes
of avoiding some of the brake and transmission issues earlier model years had. I even
purchased a "certified" car. Since Ford decided to intermingle Lincoln and Jaguar parts I did not
feel I was purchasing an authentic S-Type by buying anything earlier than Well I was mistaken.
Within 2 weeks of driving my 35, mile certified Jag I experienced this annoying squeeking of the
brakes an a rubbing sound coming from my transmission. I took the car in and the dealerships
reply was ridiculous. Second they said the rub was and I quote "No big deal, and common with
the new transmission". They fixed the rubbing noise and well a month later it has returned. Now
it feels like it is in the driveshaft area and is driving me crazy. Please any advice. New to the
forum and bought my jag 1 year ago and having all the same problems everyone else is. Do you
have any new news on your action against these problems? I have had 1 headache after another
with my jag. Just curious. I'm sorry, but it seems that I've accidentally not been tracking this
discussion for several months. The CarSpace Forums do not support calls for class-action
suits. We would like to help you get your issues directly resolved if possible, but we do not
provide a forum for solicitation for legal action. Some posts have been belatedly removed. If
anyone has any questions, please feel free to email me at the address in my profile. I apologize
for not clarifying this sooner. Pat, Sedans Host. I'm sorry, but we can't continue to discuss this
here. I found this post somewhere else. It is the same issue i am having. Would anyone know if
it is the Transmission or something else that could be wrong? Has anyone experienced the
same? My s-type 3. Had transmission drained and refilled once but still have the problem. Took
it back to check level and color of fluid. That is OK. Over time I have noticed two interesting
things regarding the occurences. First it seems to operate OK when it is cold, and worse when it
is warm. For this reason I suspected something related to the viscosity of the fluid or perhaps
an internal transmission pump or controller that weakens as the temperature rises. But then, I
also noticed if I pull down on the shifter when it occurs, it seems to help. I did have the shift
cable replaced beacause it had broken after parking on an incline. Since then, I have had some
close calls getting the transmission stuck in park on an incline. This leads me to wonder if the
cable might have stretched ever so slightly, and lengthens even more in warm weather. Could
the indexing be off on the selector, and would this cause the slipping and racing of the engine
previously mentioned? Thanks for any help with this. January My Jag S-type 3. It has 63, miles
on it. A week ago, the engine warning light came on and then the dreaded 'gearbox fault"
warning. Not friendly. I was stunned when I was told the transmission needed to be replaced
and even more so when the insurance company on my extended warranty only agreed to pay
for a rebuilt transmission. When my shop called a local Jaguar dealership, they were told there
were six new transmissions sitting on the shelf in inventory. What does that tell you? This site

has been very gracious in allowing some posts and do not want to cause any concern or issues
for them. You will receive an email back with info. The info you posted is an email address - not
a website. Who handles the email address and what, if any, relationship do they have with
Jaguar or these service problems? I have a S-Type with identical transmission issues. It's been
to the dealer 4 times for transmission issues. Took it back because it got stuck in park again,
only this time i had someone bump my car up enough to get it out of park so I didn't break the
'shift assembly' again. They have a warranty on their repairs, but since each trip to the shop
magically revealed a different failed component, they were able to charge me for each and every
repair. Started seeing 'Gear Fault' warning on dash. Car intermittently would slip out of gear on
the interstate, etc. Took it back again BTW, I had problems immediately after getting it back
from dealer , because it was shifting erratically; they also incorrectly wired the shift indicator so
that it only illuminated when the brake pedal was pressed. When I came to pick it up, they
explained that this latest repair 'made the problem better' but didn't fix it. They say I need a new
transmission altogether. Could they not have determined this previously?? My car must have
been the only one that this Jaguar 'mechanic' has ever worked on. Absolutely inept. I have
never been so thoroughly appauled at the lack of service from the dealership for a "luxury"
vehicle. Sadly, there is only ONE Jaguar dealership in my state. That's the ONLY reason they
are still in business in my opinion. It is unbelievable. And maddening. I'm very worried about a
rebuilt transmission, but that's all the warranty company would agree to pay for. A new Jaguar
transmission is hugely expensive. It's amazing to me that Jaguar is not acknowledging this
problem or correcting it, but Ford is trying to dump the brand to a company in India. Maybe
that's why, but it sure doesn't help you, me or all the others who are suffering through this
incredibly frustrating and costly repair. I have just finished reading
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all your problems I too have been dealing with my Jag problems. The RPM's where 3 moving up
to 4 and wouldn't drop. I got home safe but the next morning the car was fine. Anyone have this
issue? Also I was told by a mechanic that Jags come with a , mile engine warranty, and that his
friend brought up this issue to the dealer and they put in a NEW transmission even though his
friend didn't buy the car at that dealer. Anyone know if this warranty thing is valid??? Thanks,
Ruben. Boy, I don't know anything about a Jaguar transmission warranty to K miles! When the
shop called the "local" Jaguar dealer in Charlotte, they didn't mention it. They did, however,
have six new transmissions sitting in inventory! I went with the rebuilt since that's all my
warranty would pay for. So far, so good. But, I'm going to dump the car before the extended
warranty expires in It breaks my heart because I really love this car. It still makes me smile, after
7 years. Good luck! Sign In or Register to comment.

